
 

Repurposed drug helps obese mice lose
weight, improve metabolic function
14 May 2020

An off-label experiment in mice using disulfiram,
which has been used to treat alcohol use disorder
for more than 50 years, consistently normalized
body weight and reversed metabolic damage in
obese middle-aged mice of both sexes. The
international study was led by researchers at the
National Institute on Aging (NIA), part of the
National Institutes of Health . The results were
published online in the journal Cell Metabolism on
May 14. 

The scientific team studied groups of 9-month-old
lab mice who had been fed a high-fat diet for 12
weeks. As expected, this diet made the mice
overweight and they started to show signs of pre-
diabetes-like metabolic problems, such as insulin
resistance and elevated fasting blood sugar levels.
Next, the scientists divided these mice into four
groups to be fed four different diets for an
additional 12 weeks: a standard diet alone, a high-
fat diet alone, a high-fat diet with a low amount of 
disulfiram, or a high-fat diet with a higher amount
of disulfiram. As expected, the mice who stayed on
the high-fat diet alone continued to gain weight and
show metabolic problems. Mice who switched to
standard diet alone gradually saw their body
weight, fat composition and blood sugar levels
return to normal.

The mice in the remaining two groups, with either a
low or high dose of disulfiram added to their still-
fatty food, showed a dramatic decrease in their
weight and related metabolic damage. Mice on the
high disulfiram dose lost as much as 40% of their 
body weight in just four weeks, effectively
normalizing their weight to that of obese mice who
were switched back to standard diet. Mice in either
disulfiram dose diet group became leaner and
showed significant improvement in blood glucose
levels on par with the mice who were returned to
standard diet. Disulfiram treatment, which has few
harmful side effects in humans, also appeared to
protect the pancreas and liver from damage
caused by pre-diabetic type metabolic changes

and fat build up usually caused by eating a high-fat
diet.

The NIA scientists, Michel Bernier, Ph.D., and
Rafael de Cabo, Ph.D., collaborate frequently with
researchers at NIH and beyond on studies into how
changes in dietary patterns like intermittent fasting
could lead to cognitive and physical health benefits.
They first became interested in disulfiram after
reading about the benefits this class of drug has
shown in treating type 2 diabetes in rats, coupled
with the growing interest in repurposing drugs that
may also improve healthy aging.

"When we first went down this path, we did not
know what to expect, but once we started to see
data showing dramatic weight loss and leaner body
mass in the mice, we turned to each other and
couldn't quite believe our eyes," Bernier said.

According to study's research team, the key to the
positive results seem to stem from disulfiram's anti-
inflammatory properties, which helped the mice
avoid imbalances in fasting glucose and protected
them from the damage of fatty diet and weight gain
while improving metabolic efficiency. Both groups
of obese mice (control and disulfiram) were not
subjected to any form of exercise, nor did they
demonstrate noticeable spontaneous behavioral
changes. Based on the evidence they observed,
the researchers believe the beneficial results of
disulfiram stem solely from the drug. They did not
observe any negative side effects from disulfiram in
the mice.

The research team stresses that these results are
based on animal studies, and they cannot be
extrapolated to any potential benefits for human at
this point. It is recommended that disulfiram not be
used off-label for weight management outside of
the context of clinical trials. Still, given the findings,
they are planning future steps for studying
disulfiram's potential, including a controlled clinical
study to test if it could help individuals with morbid
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obesity lose weight, as well as deeper investigation
into the drug's molecular mechanisms and potential
for combining with other therapeutic interventions.

The research was supported by NIA through its
intramural research program, NIA grants
AG031782 and AG038072, in collaboration with
colleagues from the National Institute of Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, Yale University, Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, Korea Research
Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology, and
University of Sydney, Australia.

This press release describes a basic research
finding. Basic research increases our
understanding of human behavior and biology,
which is foundational to advancing new and better
ways to prevent, diagnose and treat disease.
Science is an unpredictable and incremental
process— each research advance builds on past
discoveries, often in unexpected ways. Most clinical
advances would not be possible without the
knowledge of fundamental basic research. 
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